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Abstract— Web search engine is widely used to find a
required data, among the huge amount of information in a
minimum amount of time. Now it is possible to find an advisor
on the certain topic using web surfing data. Advisors are not
expert on given query but they possess the desired piece of
information related to given query. Hence suggesting advisor to
the new learner saves the time and efficiency of new learner.
We are finding expert using browsing history of each user. This
browsing history has all information associated with it such as
search topic, time etc. This web surfing data of each user is
clustered according to the topics and then applying
discriminative infinite hidden markov model in order to find
advisor on given topic and find a hierarchy of sub-topics
associated with given topic.

Index Terms— Advisor search, Gaussian mixture model,
Infinite hidden markov model, Precision, Semantic URL.

I. INTRODUCTION
Within an information retrieval system, a single query is
executed in order to fetch the all relevant data associated with
it. This information retrieval system have three parts:First
part is responsible for gathering information and creating
information in the form of an index, the second part is
responsible for formulating queries consisting of keywords
and the third part is responsible for matching the query to the
created indexes.
Finding Advisor [5] on given topic is a difficult task
because of the vast amount of information available on the
internet. Advisor is founded in order to save time and effort
of another person. For example Jerry Studied about File
handling in C programming using surfing web. But now Loy
also wanted to learn File handling in c programming. If Loy
also started learning using surfing web, then he has to learn
from basics of C Programming. In order to save the time and
effort of Loy, we will suggest Jerry as an advisor .Then Loy
will start learning from Jerry. In this example, it is not that
Jerry is an expert on given topic but he possesses some
good amount of information on that. This method has
one advantage that Jerry will share his experiences with
Loy in learning and also suggest good learning material.
In order, to found an expert on given topic, we are
using the semantic structure of the web. We will collect
the browsing history of various websites visited. The

Semantic structure will give the information about particular
page visited on the web. For example, if I have searched on
Google for abstraction in java programming then various
websites will appear giving information about java
abstraction. Suppose that I have selected website
tutorialspoint.com, then the semantic structure of that page
is
like
http://www.tutorialspoint.com/java/java_abstraction.htm .
We can clearly see that given URL consist of java abstraction
as a keyword. Hence every topic you searched on the internet
has semantic URL. From the URL visited by the user, we will
get knowledge about a web user.
Here we have compared three different methods of advisor
search and showed that the sub-task based method of advisor
search is better than the other two methods discussed in this
paper.
II. RELATED WORK
To find experts within an organization is the point of
study for many researchers. This aim of researchers leads to a
class of search engines called expert finders. McDonald and
Ackerman [6] proposed two point formula for finding an
expert. First is „who is an expert on a given topic‟ and the
second is „what does X know‟.
Krisztian Balog, Leif Azzopardi and Maarten de Rijke
[2] have proposed Expert finding system in enterprise
corpora. They proposed two methods for finding an expert on
given topic. In first method, the expert is founded based on
the given documents associated with it. Whereas the second
method finds documents associated with the given topic and
the finds advisor based on that. They also showed that second
method of finding an expert is better than the first one.
These expert finding system not only implemented on
text documents but later on it is implemented on web
information services. Xiasong Liu ,W.Bruce Croft and
Matthew Koll [8] Proposed a paper to find experts in
Community-based Question Answering Services. These
information services that a big network of experts to answer
the others questions. There are many questions are asked
each day but some questions remain unanswered for a long
period of time. In order to solve the given question very
quickly, they have proposed a new method. In this question
is put forward to the right person who have desired
knowledge to solve it.
Witold Abramowicz, Elzbieta Bukowska ,Monika
Kaczmarek and Monika Starzecka [7] proposed a new
method to exactly retrieve expert from eXtraSpec System.
They also show that how information is identified exactly
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and efficiently. They showed that Query Expansion method
proposed by them increases precision value and has good
scalability and efficiency than fully fledged semantics
system.
Hui Fang and Cheng Xiang Zhai [9] proposed two
methods such as Candidate generation model and Topic
generation model for expert finding using Probabilistic
model. Along with this they also proposed mixture model for
modeling the candidate mentions and topic expansion for
modeling topic document relationship. Also, they proposed
email based candidate prior method which provides better
estimation that candidate is an expert.
Yi Fang , Luo Si and Aditya P. Mathur used
Discriminative models for expert Search rather than
language-based models. They also showed that
discriminative models have a low asymptotic error rate and
make fewer model assumptions than their generative
counterparts.
Dawit YIMAM-SEID, Alfred KOBSA [4] proposed
domain analysis approach for finding an expert. They have
discussed seven factors to find expertise in the given area. In
first factor expertise is identified using various evidence.
Evidence include various documents associated with the
organization. In second factor expertise indicator is
extracted, once all sources and information is gathered and
identified. The third factor is about expertise models which
describe individual person expertise, skills, and area of
specialization. The fourth factor is about Query mechanism
in which expert is retrieved based on the query is passed.
Given query retrieve all information associated with such as
users activities, behavior etc. The fifth factor is about
Matching operations in which information in documents is
matched with keywords given in the query. These keywords
are very helpful to exactly extract information associated
with the given query and find expert exactly. The sixth factor
is about output representation in which sources are provided
according to experts are mentioned. The seventh factor is
about learning operations in which users preference and
domain [3] knowledge as well as users feedback is gathered.
In which Users are allowed to bring new experts into the
system.
III. ADVISOR SEARCH
Finding Advisor in the company or in any
organization with the skills known to him is very important
for the completion of the project successfully. In traditional
approach of advisor search database is maintained in order
to store the skill and information of each individual of the
company. In order to this lot of manual work is performed
because all data is written to the database one after other. But
in this new method of advisor search database is
automatically constructed according to the user‟s web
surfing behavior. The main difference between the
traditional method of advisor search and this new method of
finding the advisor is that in the traditional method, the
advisor is founded on documents and this new method is

applied to session generated by the user while web surfing.
Using following Steps advisor is searched –
1) Each individual users browsing history and cookies
information is collected
2) Each user has some sequence of sessions searched
over the web
3) Combine all sessions of each user and cluster them
according to specific task
4) Partition sessions from each cluster into set of
sub-tasks where each subtask is significantly more subset of
sessions from cluster
5) Compute the association weight between the query
given by the user for which the advisor is to be searched and
each subtask in order to give the correct ranking of advisors.
In order to find out the hierarchical structure [16] of each
subtask present in
all task, we are applying the
discriminative infinite hidden markov model.For example
When I will give topic “C sharp ” then automatically all
subtopics associated with such as abstraction,inheritance and
multithreading are shown in a hierarchical structure
way.This Hierarchical structure is shown for the given
example in figure 1

Figure -1: Hierarchical Structure for subtask in each task
We have implemented advisor search scheme on three
different levels such as session-based , task-based and
subtask based which is shown in Figure 2. In session based
scheme advisor is searched on the given session generated by
the user whereas in task-based advisor scheme advisor is
searched on a particular topic from all task present in the
database. Whereas last scheme of advisor search is a best
among all three which gives the advisor on fine-grained
level. For example, if anyone wants the advisor for topic “
Java Abstraction ” then we will use subtask based advisor
scheme. Whereas if anyone wants the advisor on a particular
subject or on a general topic such as “Java Programming”
then we will use task based advisor search scheme.
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4.2 Precision
In the field of information retrieval, precision is the result of
relevancy that is how documents relevant to the given query:

Precision =

Retrieved items that are relevant
-------------------------------All Retrieved items

Table -2: Precision Values for Input Query
Chart for the entries in Table 2 is shown in figure.

Figure -2: Comparison of Three schemes of advisor
search
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

4.1 Running Time of D-iHMM
Running time for d-iHMM [1] is shown in Table 1
As the number of sessions per task increases the amount of
time required to find expert based on discriminative infinite
hidden markov model also increases. The Table shows as
sessions increases then time also increases.
Table -1: Running Time of DiHMM
Time (s)
2
4
6
8
10

Number of sessions per task
20
45
60
75
95

Following Chart shows the graph related to running
time of discriminative infinite hidden markov model.

Chart -1: Running Time of Discriminative infinite
hidden markov model for number of sessions in a task

Chart -2: Precision values for input queries

4.3 Comparison of Three Advisor Search scheme
In order to compare three strategies given for
advisor search, we are using normalized discount cumulative
gain (NDCG). For the different level of NDCG results are
shown in table 3 for dataset 1. Column chart of results shown
in Table 3 are given in figure 3
Table 3: Comparison of Three advisor search schemes
Method
Sub task based
Session based
Task based

Level 1
0.780
0.697
0.686

Level 2
0.880
0.800
0.770

Level 3
0.910
0.850
0.810

Figure -3: Comparison of Three schemes of advisor
search
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4.4 Performance comparison between Discriminative
infinite hidden markov model and infinite hidden
markov model
On the number of experts retrieved for subtask
associated with each task, comparison is done between
d-iHMM and iHMM. Discriminative infinite hidden markov
model shows results at subtask level than infinite hidden
markov model. The following figure shows the comparison
between two.
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Figure -4: Performance comparison of D-iHMM and iHMM

V. CONCLUSION
We have shown hierarchical structure for subtask
present in each task. Also, we compared three different
schemes for advisor search and showed that subtask based
method of advisor search is better than other two. While we
are finding advisor on web surfing data that is browsing
history generated by each user which leads to loss of privacy.
In future, we can implement on privacy issue by using more
powerful authentication.
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